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I
f all the processed and junk food
wasn’t enough to make you
unhealthy, now even the containers
you eat that stuff out of could be
messing with your fat burning

mechanism. In medical terminology, we
are exposed to certain artificial chemicals
called ‘obesogens’ in our day-to-day life
that could be making us obese. They are
found in various food containers, baby

bottles, toys, plastics, cookware and
cosmetics. These dietary, pharmaceutical,
and industrial compounds may alter
metabolic processes and predispose some
people to gain weight.

THE ORIGIN OF OBESOGENS
There are over 20 chemicals that are
identified as obesogens. The term was
coined around 2006, when exposure to
these chemicals during early
development were found to disrupt

normal metabolic processes and
increase a person’s susceptibility to
weight gain across his or her life span.
For several decades, researchers have
noted that lab animals gain weight when
they are exposed to specific substances.

HOW DO THEY HARM?
Obesogens do not directly cause obesity,
but they do increase your susceptibility
and sensitivity to gaining weight,

especially if you are exposed to the
chemicals during development. Chemicals
found on non-stick cookware and water-
resistant clothing, have been shown to
misprogramme the body to store fat.

THEY ARE EVERYWHERE
Obesogens hound us at every corner.
Phthalates, for instance, are obesogenic
chemical compounds that are added to
plastics to increase their flexibility and
longevity. They are used in a wide range of
cosmetic and food products, including
children’s toys, cosmetics, food
containers, sunscreens, detergents and
more. On average, people who are eating

food prepared outside of the home
have nearly 35 per cent higher

levels of phthalates circulating in
their bodies. The more
commonly known perpetrator

here is Bisphenol A or BPA. It is
lurking in your plastic
dinnerware, toys, medical
devices, PVC compounds and
dental sealants. The synthetic
compounds in it are associated
with inflammatory conditions,
infertility and vitamin D deficiency

P
akistan and India have fought
three wars and countless skir-
mishes, but as summers get
hotter, their peoples are unit-
ed by love for a cooling 116-

year-old pink libation with a secret
recipe. Rooh Afza – which translates as
“refresher of the soul” – has not

only survived the
Partition but thrived
on both sides.

THE START
Rooh Afza was first
sold in 1906 in Old Del-

hi by Hakim
Hafiz Abdul Ma-
jeed, a traditional
healing practitioner.
In 1947, with the Par-
tition of British In-
dia, one son
stayed in Delhi
while the oth-
er moved to Pak-
istan. They set up
factories in each
country — as well as
one in East Pakistan, which
became Bangladesh in 1971 —
under two firms, Hamdard In-
dia and Hamdard Pakistan.

Hamid Ahmed, the great-grandson of
the founder, who runs the Indian busi-
ness, said the recipe had not changed
in the last 116 years.

WHAT IS IT
“It’s a big secret; even the
people at the factory will
not know it... There would
be, I think, three people

who would know it,” the 45-
year-old told AFP with a

chuckle. Apart from being
served ice cold, the drink’s
blend of fruits and herbs
is thought to help with
the northern subcon-
tinent’s dusty sum-
mer winds, known
as the loo. The list of
ingredients goes: for
herbs it’s “khurfa
seeds”, chicory, wine-
grape raisins, European
white lily, blue star water lily,

1Jacques Cousteau (Jacques-Yves Cousteau)
graduated from France’s naval academy in
1933, and initially wanted to be a navy pilot.

But an almost fatal automobile accident left him
with both arms broken.

2The crash actually pushed him the direction of
marine exploration. As part of his rehabilita-
tion, he swam in the Mediterranean every day.

Story goes that one day he took his old aviator gog-
gles into the sea with him and dove beneath the
waves. From that point on, he was hooked.

3Cousteau was not formally trained as a scien-
tist, yet in 1943 he and French engineer Émile
Gagnan developed the first fully automatic

compressed-air Aqua-Lung (scuba apparatus). He
was also part of inventing the diving saucer and a
number of underwater cameras.

4Cousteau served in World War II as a gunnery
officer in France and later was a member of
the French Resistance. He was awarded the Le-

gion of Honour for his espionage work.

5Founded numerous marketing, manufacturing,
engineering, and research organisations to
continue his work in marine exploration. In

1973, his various organisations were incorporated
as the Cousteau Group.

6Cousteau eventually popularised oceano-
graphic research and  scuba diving in the book
‘Le Monde du Silence’ (‘The Silent World’),

written with Frédéric Dumas. In 1956, he adapted
the book into a documentary film, directed with
Louis Malle, that won both the Palme d’Or at
that year’s Cannes film festival and an

Academy Award in 1957. In 1974 he formed the
Cousteau Society, a nonprofit environmental group
dedicated to marine conservation. 

7In 1948, he accompanied a group of scientists
on an expedition off the coast of Tunisi. Their
goal was to explore the Roman shipwreck that

lay on the seabed near the town of Mahdia. This op-
eration was the first underwater archaeology to be
done using self-contained diving apparatus.

8Cousteau made the acquaintance of British
millionaire and philanthropist Thomas Loel
Guinness. In 1950, Guinness purchased a 40-

year-old former car ferry and leased it to his new
friend for just one franc per year. The ship was
christened Calypso and became as recognised and
loved as Cousteau himself.

9In 1985, he and his crew sailed to Cuba
and invited Fidel Castro on board for
dinner. Apparently, the dictator took

quite a shine to the Frenchman. The diver
and his crew became the first non-Cubans
to enter Guantanamo Bay since the mis-
sile crisis of 1962.

10Cousteau was an advocate for
the protection of sea animals. He
founded the Cousteau Society in

1973 to raise awareness of the ecosystems
of the underwater world. He also organised
a popular campaign against a French-gov-
ernment plan that involved dumping nu-

clear waste into the Mediter-
ranean Sea.

Rains bring joy and a sense of relief
but this is also the season when our
body goes into Vata imbalance. The
changing temperature, biometric

pressure and dirty surroundings break down
the body leading to routine diseases like
cold, cough, flu, Malaria and more. Here’s
why panchkarma might work: 

1Panchkarma boosts the body functioning
to fight against the hazards of the

weather. It detoxifies,
cleanses and cools down

the body temperature. 

2Panchakarma is
a five-fold

therapy; it is
highly
individualised
based on
ayurvedic
constitutional

type, doshic
imbalances, age,

digestive strength,
immune status, and

many other factors. This is a
process used to clean the body of

toxic materials left by disease, poor nutrition
and environmental toxins.

3These channels define the nervous
system, digestive system, gut and

overall working of the body. They
undergo physiological processes that

aid in the removal of toxicity,
absorption of nutrients, aids
digestion and regulate proper

working of organs and systems. 

4Through the various techniques
like Swedana (sweating to

detoxify), Abhyanga (infusion of herbal
oils for nourishing and revitalising), Pizhichil
(oil bath to reduce fatigue and stress), the
Panchkarma therapy works in miraculous
ways to harmonise the body, mind, and soul.
Accumulation of ama (toxin) is the primary
reason for almost every disease and
panchakarma help us get rid of ama.

Expert: Dr Manoj Kutteri, expert at a wellness centre

Supriya.Sharma2@timesgroup.com

I
t could be a secret hamlet off the main
route, a yoga retreat your friends have
been raving about or a surfing haven
you never knew existed! Weekend
breaks are not just about dashing to the

nearest getaway earmarked in a guidebook.
We zero in on some offbeat weekend/long
weekend breaks around the country…

MUMBAI
Soul searching: Weekends are
the time to recharge your
energy cells. What better way
to do that than an invigorating
yoga class? Mumbaikars can go
on a self-discovery journey for a
weekend at a scenic farmhouse-cum-
spa in Kihim, Alibaug. Nested amidst coconut
plantations with luxurious suites, it’s the per-
fect weekend getaway! 
MUMBAI TO ALIBAUG IS 108 KMS, 2
HOURS BY ROAD

Food trail: Pamper your taste buds on this
unforgettable journey to the Mecca of
seafood — Malvan! Witness the transforma-
tion of the freshest ingredients into the ulti-
mate culinary offering — The Malvani Thali.
This three-day exploration takes travellers
through the flavours of quintessential
Malvani curries, solkadis and desserts. Go
live with the local families.
MUMBAI TO MALVAN IS 290 KMS, 6 HRS
BY ROAD

DELHI
Old world charm: In the terraced valleys of
Kumaon, crowned by dense pine forests, sits
the charming village of Peora. Away from the
popular hill stations of Almora and
Mukteshwar, this is your introduction to real
life in the mountains. The place to stay is the
Dak Bungalow, one of the many English bun-
galows built in the region in the early 1900s.
On clear days, famous peaks of Nanda Devi
and Trishul are amply visible.
DELHI TO PEORA IS AROUND 347 KM,

APPROX 8 HOURS BY ROAD

Adventure break: Drive down to Corbett
National Park and this time duck the safaris.
Instead, let the adrenalin kick in with a host
of adventure-laden activities like mountain
biking, rock climbing, etc. One day can be
spent lazing by the riverside fishing.
DELHI TO CORBETT IS 257 KMS, 4.5 HOURS
BY ROAD

BENGALURU
Surf’s Up: Sample all kinds of water sports
like surfing, snorkeling, kayaking, stand up
paddle and wakeboarding along with whole-
some vegetarian meals at Mulki in
Mangalore. For the easy going there are also
yoga lessons. Another sanctuary for surfers
in Bengaluru is Pondicherry. Located in a
small fisher village called Tandryankupam,
the surf school here proves to be ideal due to

the two rock piers
built as protection
after the tsunami.
BENGALURU TO
MULKI IS 370
KMS, 6 HOURS
BY ROAD;
BENGALURU TO
PONDICHERRY IS
306 KMS, 5 HOURS, 40
MIN BY ROAD

Take a hike: Go map the height of one of the
most prominent peaks in Karnataka
standing at 1896 metres above sea level,
Kudremukh. It is known for its bio-diver-
sity and is one of the 34 hot spots
picked by UNESCO for ecological con-
servation. This is a day’s hike and stay
the night in Kalasa, the nearest town.
BENGALURU TO KUDREMUKH IS 331 KM,
6 HOURS BY ROAD

KOLKATA
Life is a Beach: Bathing in the sea and gorg-
ing on scrumptious sea food are the twin
attractions at Digha. A slew of beaches
around Digha, relatively less crowded, are
also coming up like Mandarmoni and Tajpur.
KOLKATA TO DIGHA IS 187 KM, 3 HOURS 
BY ROAD

Art tour: Visit the terracotta art hub
Bishnupur for a culture kick. Finely sculp-
tured terracotta and laterite stone tem-
ples with a variety of roofs speak vol-
umes about old Bengal’s architec-
ture. The silk Baluchari saris, and
handicrafts make Bishnupur an
ethnic lover’s paradise.
KOLKATA TO BISHNUPUR IS 140
KMS, 2 HOURS 10 MIN BY ROAD

— Inputs by travel buffs White Collar Hippie, Uttara G,
Supriya Sehgal and Shivya Nath

Pics: Istock

#GOALS

WELLNESS

lotus, borage and coriander; Fruits: orange, citron,
pineapple, apple, berries, strawberry, raspberry,
loganberry, blackberry, cherry, Concord grapes,
blackcurrant and watermelon; Vegetables:
spinach, carrot, mint and sponge gourd; Flowers:
rose, kewra, lemon and orange and roots: vetiver.

IN THE BEGINNING
At first, Rooh Afza was sold in used wine bottles.
The labels were designed by an artist named
Mirza Noor Ahmad. The colourful labels could not
be printed in Delhi. Hence, they were printed by
the Bolton Press in Mumbai. 

HOW TO MAKE IT
It is sold commercially as a syrup to flavour sher-
bets, cold milk drinks, ices, and cold desserts such
as the popular falooda. Rooh Afza syrup is general-
ly served mixed with cold milk and ice. It is often
prepared as part of Iftar (the evening meal for

breaking the fast or roza) during Ramadan
(the holy month of fasting for Muslims).

LAWSUIT IN BANGLADESH
On the complaint of false informa-
tion, misleading advertisements on
the website, Safe Food Inspector
Kamrul Hassan filed a case against

Hamdard Laboratories Bangladesh on
May 30, 2018. On June 12 same year, a

food court judge fined the company four
lakhs taka for publishing misleading ads.

The man who made it possible
for us to understand and
appreciate our planet’s oceans
and its biodiversity was born on
June 11, 1910

HOW TO AVOID THEM
1. Replace non-stick cookware with
stainless steel or cast iron
2. Cut back on carryout and fast food.
The wrappers and containers are
often treated with PFAS
3. Don’t microwave plastic or
wash in dishwasher
4. Avoid products contain-
ing bisphenol A (BPA) —
usually in plastics like water
bottles and food containers
5. Dust often (obesogens can
concentrate in household dust).
Use natural cleaning products  
6. Ventilate well
7. Eat organic

EVER POPULAR
Rooh Afza has been
growing at a healthy rate
of 20% per year
Hamdard clocks close
to `1000 crores in
revenues and a major
chunk comes from
two main brands:
Rooh Afza and Safi
Rooh Afza sells

close to 40 million
bottles yearly in India 
Hamdard is
registered as a
‘Waqf’ which is a
non-profit
organisation under
Islamic law

TRAVEL

Looking for a short break?
These eight destinations are
all you need to rejuvenateWEEKEND

WANDERLUST

Why
PANCHKARMA

is a must in 
MONSOON

According
to ayurveda,

monsoon is considered to
be one of the best times to

undergo detoxification. During this
season, the atmosphere tends to be

mild, which makes it the ideal
season for panchakarma therapies.

The body’s pores open up and it
becomes more receptive to
healing and the process of

getting rid of toxins

The Indian
traveller yearns
to discover and

soak in new sights
on each day spent

away from
home! 

In 2019, there
was a shortage of

Rooh Afza in the Indian
market because supply of

few ingredients was
affected. This led to a
huge uproar on social

media

He
has penned

50 books and
made more than 120

television
documentaries and
won three Oscars

JACQUES COUSTEAU
Happy birthday,

HEALTH

What’s in
STORE?

Your food containers
could be making you
obese. Here’s how to

be mindful of this

GOOD TO KNOW

In
2007, US-based

‘Saveur’ Magazine
considered Rooh Afza
No. 10 in its Top 100
Food & Drinks list
from around the

world

ROOH AFZA
The legacy of

THE SUBCONTINENT’S FAVOURITE SUMMER SIPPER

SIP FOR THE SOUL: (Top left) A man in
Karachi mixes a Rooh Afza concoction; and
bottles lined up during Ramzan in Patna

Oceanographer,
Explorer and
Scientist
From: France
Born: June 11, 1910
Died: June 25, 1997

Cousteau’s submarine 
at the Oceanographic Museum, 
Monte Carlo in Monaco

Pic: AFP

Pic: Wikipedia
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T
here’s no other modern-day species —
on social media or out of it — more vili-
fied as the grammar nazi aka a person
who habitually corrects or criticises the
language usage of others. The reason

they get so much ire is that no one likes to be cor-
rected. But, apparently, the level of the workplace
grammar and language has reached such a nadir
that people who speak and write well come at a
premium. ‘Wall Street Journal’ started the discus-
sion on the growing number of grammar
gaffes in the office, especially among
younger employees. The piece quot-
ed managers and bosses who were
fed up with younger employees
who bring the vernacular of social
media into the office.

This scenario is only exacer-
bated in the Indian context, given
our proclivity for using Indianisms
like ‘revert back’ and ‘do the needful’.
English language trainer Swati Rai iden-
tifies many issues related to language:
“Mother Tongue Intervention (MTI), i.e., direct and
literal translation from the mother tongue can
lead to misconstrued meanings,” she says. Gender
insensitive usage like always writing “Sir”, confu-
sion between tense and time, overuse of the con-
tinuous tense for state verbs like, ‘I am having a
pen’ or ‘I am liking this’ and omission of articles
are her frequent bugbears.

MIND YOUR LANGUAGE
Carly Stec, in her blog post on impactbnd.com, says,
“One of the easiest ways to discount your business’
credibility is to fall victim to spelling errors and poor
grammar. Built-in spell check features aren’t always
reliable, which is why it is important to read, and re-
read all your content.” So if you are thinking ‘going
their’ will be caught by your in-programme
spellcheck, think twice. Rai adds,
“Language skills are more
important than ever, as
inter-cultural commu-
nication becomes
increasingly inescapable.

An understanding of
global

English, respecting different varieties of English
worldwide and getting the message across inclu-
sively and sensitively is a must-have skill.” After all,
written communication like reports, emails, are cru-
cial. Therefore, correct grammar is not for embel-
lishment but adds to the cohesion, coherence of a
message.

SCRATCH THAT OUT
To better your language, Rai suggests tips

like self-awareness, linguistic expan-
sion by reading, recording oneself

and analysing, editing and proof-
reading plus brushing up on key
grammar concepts. Practise.
Even as language experts are
grappling with the change in

modern language structure with
new rules and words, a Harvard

Business Review blog by Kyle Wiens
notes that it’s better to err on the side

of grammar caution. He mentions that he
won’t hire people who have bad grammar. Wiens
explains that he cares about grammar for two rea-
sons. One is that poor grammar shows a kind of
sloppiness. And most importantly, in this digital
age, when we communicate increasingly in writ-
ten texts and posts, your words are all you have. Q I hate my child’s best friend. She is

mean to her, overly possessive,
and says mean things if my

daughter doesn’t do things her way. I have
tried to intervene but my daughter is 11
and I don’t know how to explain she
should put an end to that friendship. She
feels too emotionally dependent on her
toxic friends. Please help.

AHi, thank you for writing to us. I
completely understand
how unnerving this

whole situation may be for
you. I gather your daughter’s
friend is quite controlling and
dominating and despite it all,
your daughter is unable to
break the bond. You say you
“hate” her friend. ‘Hate’ is a
strong word. Does your daughter
feel the same way about her friend? Does
she also see her as ‘toxic’?
 From what you shared, I understand that
you are perturbed being a mother and find
it difficult to explain to your daughter that
perhaps this friendship is more damaging
than contributive. However, it is also
important to see the value this friendship
brings to your daughter. There are
obviously some good things about her
friend that may have been overshadowed
by her toxic behaviour.
To begin with, have a compassionate
interaction with your daughter (without
any judgments or suggestions) and assess
her points of view, feelings, expectations
and methods deployed to make the
friendship healthier. Offer suggestions if
she is receptive, else connect her to a
counsellor or a therapist who can help her
map her emotions as well as the
emotional dependency, in a better way.
 In case, your daughter is determined to
make this friendship work, ask her to
honour herself as well in the process. She
should inform her friend, politely, that she
is crossing the line, whenever the friend is

mean, toxic or nasty. A simple, “Do you
realise that what you just said is quite
hurtful?”, goes a long way in making
things better. Getting reactive not only
makes the situation worse, but also
disturbs one’s peace of mind.
As a child, it’s natural to want to hang
out with friends. There is nothing wrong
with desiring to be accepted, as social
interaction is the cornerstone of childhood

development. Granted, there are
different types of friends

people have throughout
their lives and during
various stages of
emotional growth.

However, you
mentioned that your

daughter has
toxic friends – what does that mean?

Is this a pattern or is this just one friend
you mentioned about?
 It sounds like you’re very close with your
daughter and care about her happiness
which is wonderful! As she grows up,
though, it’s going to become more
challenging and hence it is important you
empower her with tools of emotional
mastery. Inform her and then let her make
her own decisions. Offer help, when she
asks for it and let her know you value
her and expect her to value herself too.
 It sounds like your daughter knows
that this friend treats her badly and yet
she’s drawn to her. We all want the love,
attention and affirmation we deserve,
even if it’s coming from people
who act horribly towards us.
The toxic friend is giving her
intense emotional highs of
the kind she can’t get from any
other sources in life, which is
why it’s difficult to break away,
despite the pain. Sometimes, this
intense emotional intensity is also
what prevents us from
seeing what our addiction

really is doing to us. If her friend is really
just draining her energy and not
contributing in any way, then perhaps it is
best for her to stay away — both for her
sake and for her sanity.
 Let her make this decision. Let her
answer these questions: What makes her
put up with bad behaviour? Would she like
to end the friendship? What are the ways
in which this friendship can be made
better? Has she tried communicating
her feelings to her friend?
Allow your daughter to take
ownership for her decision and
facilitate whatever is needed in
the process. Your daughter is
yearning for connection and
perhaps is settling for the attention
she is getting from her friend (even
when it is not favourable). I know how
strongly you may feel about all this and
would like to put an instant end to your
daughter’s misery but see this as an

opportunity to enable your daughter to
master emotions, relations,
communication and most importantly
instil self love and self worth!
 If your daughter can’t end the
friendship, you can let her know that she
still has an option of maintaining healthy
boundaries with her friend and leave
room for love and gratitude instead of
emotional hurt.
 Lastly, I would recommend that if
you/your daughter are unable to cope
with the thoughts, emotions, patterns
and the upheaval around the situation,
do consider seeking therapy. I hope this
helps. TNN

EXPERT: Dr Chandni Tugnait, MD (Alternative Medicines),
psychotherapist, life &  business coach, healer, founder &

director – Gateway of
Healing, with centres

in Gurgaon &
Faridabad

Why do you need a seasonal
change of perfume?
With the changing of
the seasons, each season
has its own distinct notes
and scents. Whether
warm and sultry or
fresh and fruity, each
fragrance reveals a
different side that not
only reflects changes in
external circumstances
but may also reflect
changes in your mood
depending on the season.

How to choose a 
summer perfume?
Like light and summer cool cloth-
ing our perfumes should be
light too. It is suggested to
make a switch towards fresh
and refreshing floral fragrances. However,

if you want to stay in the same family of
fragrance then switch from Eau de par-

fum (which is for winters) to Eau de
toilette or Eau fraiche (which is suit-
ed for summer season)

What to keep 
in mind?
Choose a different
scent for the day and
night. Go light and bright

during the day, in the night
add more depth which could

be through stronger
notes. Try experimenting
with musky, or spicy

scents.
 Follow a fragrance trail.

Avoid mixing up scents, not
just with perfumes but follow
the same note right from your
body wash to your lotion, to
your perfume. Doing so, will
make you smell same rather

than bringing out confused scents. And it
also lasts longer.
Avoid picking up complex scents as they
can also become overpowering during
summer and our body odours. 
Keep it light by picking fragrances with
fewer notes.
Make sure that the packaging specifies
“can be used in the sun” before you apply
the perfume outdoors. 
Also, you can try buying miniatures or
travel packs first before finalising what
you need.

How to apply?
Avoid spraying perfume directly on your
skin, regardless of its concentration,
whether it is an Eau de parfum, an Eau de
toilette, a fresh Eau, a cologne, or a sum-
mer water. Always spray it in the air.
Never apply it at close quarters. Always
spray from a 6-inch distance.
Wear perfume before you wear any jew-
ellery as it can discolour it. IANSLIFE

A
recent survey in the UK proved
that young adults lack knowl-
edge about traditional dinner
party rules such as which
direction to pass food, if a par-

ticular knife is for fish or steak and if
they’re allowed to go to the toilet during a
meal. The poll commissioned by
Specsavers Home Visits of 2,000 adults
under-30 found almost one in five have
never attended a dinner that they would
consider ‘fancy’. Other rules younger gen-
erations are unfamiliar with include what
to do with your napkin after eating, how
many bread rolls are polite to eat and
which glass is for what drink. Here are ten
easy rules that might help you at your next
‘fancy’ dinner. 

#1: INTRODUCE YOURSELF
Shake hands with the people you are going to
have the meal with, especially with anyone
who is already sitting on the chair. Briefly
introduce yourself and stand as long as your
hosts are standing. Place your napkin on your
lap only after every one is seated. 

#2: LET THE HOST LEAD
If your hosts are first one to order, you choose
something similar to what they have ordered.
Do not order the most expensive food items
given in the menu. You can also ask for your
host’s recommendations before you can
make an order. If it’s a pre-decided meal, let
everyone be served first and then start after
the host gives the go-ahead. 

#3: HAVE SMALL BITES
Eat slowly and in small bites. Do not make
any kind of noise while you eat. Do not over
stuff your mouth with food items or play with
food or utensils. Do not hold food on your fork
or spoon for long while you discuss things.

#4: STICK TO YOUR PLATES
Stick to your own glass and eat from your
own plate. Do not make the mistake of taking
anything from your co-diner’s plate.

#5: ELBOWS OFF THE TABLE
Try not to keep your elbows on the table as
something might fall on the floor. Also, do not
stretch your legs too far as they might hit
someone. Remember not to talk with food in
your mouth.

#6: NO CONTROVERSIAL TALK
While discussing topics and issues, try not to
speak anything about religion, politics or
other controversial topics. If someone else
talks about such things, it is better to remain
silent and smile. You can also try to change
the topic.

#7: DON’T COUGH OR SNEEZE
TOWARDS THE TABLE
If you want to cough or sneeze, they should
be directed away from the table and shielded
by your left hand, keeping your right hand
germ free. Avoid using your napkin as a tis-
sue.

#8: SOMETHING FELL? LEAVE IT
If something falls on the floor, do not panic. If
your fork falls on the floor, do not get worried
or get under the table to fetch it. Simply ask a
server to provide you a fresh fork.

#9: NO DOGGY BAG
Once you are done with your meal, signal
your servers to clear your place setting by
resting your fork and knife blade
inward. If you are not able to fin-
ish your meal, it's considered
improper to take home left-
overs from a meal that is
formal.

#10: THANK YOU 
Don’t argue over the bill
or offer to pay the tip. The
host who invited you must
take care of both. Be sure
to kindly thank your host
for the meal and shake
hands before you leave the table.

DRESSETIQUETTE

“I do not like my
child’s best friend”

ASK THE EXPERT

Slurp your food: In Japan, most
commonly when eating noodles and
soups, slurping shows your appreciation
of the food to the chef. The louder the
better! Furthermore, never cross your
chopsticks, lick your chopsticks, or stick
your chopsticks vertically into a bowl.
Eat only with your right hand: Sorry
lefties – in India, the Middle East, and
some parts of Africa, it is considered
unclean to eat with your left hand.
Don’t offer to split the bill: In France,
splitting the bill is considered the height
of unsophistication. Offer to pay the bill in
its entirety or someone else will.
Eat with your hands: In Mexico, it is
considered an almost snobby practice to
use a fork and knife.
Don’t touch any part of your meal with
your hands: In Chile, touching food with
your hands is considered ill-mannered.
Yes, even fries! In Brazil, too, pizza and
burgers are normally eaten with a fork
and knife.
Don’t ask for cheese: In Italy, never ask
for cheese if it's not explicitly offered . It's
considered a sin to put extra cheese!
Don’t ask for salt and pepper: In
Portugal, if salt and pepper aren’t already
on the table, don’t ask for them. It’s
considered an offence to the chef’s

seasoning skills.
Don’t bring yellow

flowers to dinner: In
Bulgaria, yellow

flowers symbolise
hatred. 
Don’t use an
individual plate:
In Ethiopia,
individual

plates are
considered

wasteful.
Food is always

shared from a single
plate without use of

cutlery – just hands.

DINING ETIQUETTE FROM
AROUND THE WORLD

ETIQUETTE DILEMMA

A study of
1700 adult online

dates found that 43%
of users consider bad

grammar decidedly unat-
tractive and 35% think

good grammar is
appealing (Colour

Works)

MANNER MATTERS

UP ON MY
GRAMMAR?
UP ON MY
GRAMMAR?

DO I NEED
TO BRUSH

DO YOU KNOW THE PERFUME ETIQUETTE?
DID YOU KNOW THAT, LIKE DINING AND OTHER LIFESTYLE ETIQUETTES,

THERE ARE SOME RULES TO WEARING PERFUME? HERE THEY ARE

HOW TO AVOID MISTAKES IN YOUR MAILS
Read it backwards: It disrupts the natural
flow of things and it becomes easier to spot
mistakes, obviously this is for shorter texts
Get someone to check: Many people find it
difficult to identify personal errors and a
fresh set of eyes will help
Read it out: Some errors are more easily
heard like the use of ‘is it or it is’ 
Revisit: Go back after some time to spot
errors with a fresh eye

COMMON MISTAKES
Word mix-ups: There/they’re/ their,
its/it’s, effect/affect, except/accept – are
common gaffes
Watch your mail: Mistakes in your mail

make you seem sloppy
Use of caps lock: Never use upper

case – it means yelling.
Multiple exclamations or
question marks send the

wrong message
Avoid Indianisms: Like

passing out, kindly revert,
years back, doing the

needful, discuss about,
order for, or
prepone

Queries relating to Etiquette
Etiquette is the customary code of polite behaviour in society. Social situa-

tion and the way we live, even etiquette, is ever changing. For instance,
who would have thought that one would need a whole new set of class-
room rules in 2019? If you have a question on the new rules of
engagement in a post-covid world, a relationship dilemma or just a
query regarding writing a thank you note, write in to us
toinie175@gmail.com with the subject line ETIQUETTE. 

10 DINING
ETIQUETTE TIPS

Dining etiquette is not crucial when you are eating with your close family members but it
plays a significant role when you sit for a formal meal. Here are 10 dining tips to help you out

According to a UK-based poll,
young adults do not know

traditional dinner party rules
such as which knife is for fish
or steak or which direction to

pass food. And six in 10
believe those over 60 could
teach them about how to
behave at a formal event


